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In this paper, a new class of partially balanced incomple‘e block designs is constructed over 
an association scheme obtained from a finite projective gecmetry. Further, a general mrbt;s&3 
for deriving a balanced incomplete block design from another one is given. 
1. Pntrodwtisn 
The notion of partially balanced incomplete block design (PBIB-design) was 
introduced by Bose and Nair in 1939 [l]. Later, Nair and Rao [S] broadened this 
definition. Finally, Bose and Shimamoto [Z] gave explicitly the concept of 
association scheme, which plays a fundamental role in the analysis and classifica- 
tion of PBIB-designs. 
In this paper, starting from a general construction by P. Delsarte [4], we exhibit 
a class of association schemes which can! be obtained from a (desarguesian) 
projective geometry; further, we show that each one of these association schemes 
yields several non-isomorphic PBIB-designs. The inspection of a special case 
leads us to present a (maybe new) general method for derivmg a balanced 
incomplete block design from another one. 
Finally, some examples (obtained by considering projective geometries of 
dimenstin 3 and 4) are given. 
2. A chss of associatior~ schemes 
An association scheme with h classes on a set g consists of a partition of the set 
of 2-element subsets of @ into h classes rlq . . a , r,+, satisfying the conditions: 
(i) given PE 9, the number u, of QE p with {P, Q}E r, depends only on i; 
(ii) given P, Q E 8, with {P, Q}E &, the number of R E g with (P, W) c 1; and 
(Q, R}E~, is a o t t c ns an pfs depending only on i, i and k. 
We will construct an association scheme from a projective geometry PG(n, q). 
This association scheme is a particular case of those shown by P, Delsarte in [4]. 
Let r bc the rank function of PG(n, q), Let u E 9 2 =s u sl fl, vk set 
iP:= (F; F is a flat of PG(n, q), r(F) = II). 
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errlei 2, if C!P, II) in fhc wnociatIan rschemc r&wd to PG( n, q) and flats of 
rtrtrk 14, WC have: 
is the k th Gaussian coefficient for a projective geometry of dimension d - 1 and 
atdcr y, and y(i. u, 14) gives the number of flats of rank n + 1 - o intersecting a 
girtn flat of rank n -t 1 - u exactly in 8 flat of rank n + 1 - i, in a projective 
gcomctry of dimension rt (see [3]). 
3. A &MM of PBIB-designs 
A FWB-desigil wit11 hclusses is an or&x-cd pair (9, %I), with 93 c 29, such that 
the following conditions hold: 
(ij WE 3, IS(=:k, 
(ii) V&g! r(BEBi;PEB}I=:r. 
(iii! there exists an association scheme on 9 with h classes such that, if 
PI. I>2 c 9, ( PI, Pz} E I’i, then !{B E /tR ; PI, Pz E B}I = : Ai. 
Let US consider again PG(n, q), and w, t E NU (0): 2~14 G n, 2u - yt s t s u - 1. 
Hence, computing the number of blocks incident with b%:‘r F, and F2 is the 
same as computing the number of flats FE 9 intersecting both F1, and F2 in the 
same flat of rank t; it follows that this number is independent of the choice of Fr, 
Fz, with Fi, F2 E J’i, by the transitivity of the automorphism group of PG(n, 4). We 
remark. that, if ni < t, then hi = 0. 
Remark 3. If 2u - yt ~0, and we set t = 0, then G = {$!l}, henceforth r = k and 
Ial= IPI* 
Remark 4. Using the same arguments as in Remark 1, we have that the 
PBIB-design related to given values U, t in PG(n, 4) is isomorphic to the PBIB- 
design related to the values 42 + 1 - u and n + 1 - 2u + t. 
Remark 5. Let us consider the special case u = n, that is, the case where P is the 
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set of all hyperglanes of the geometry. It is well-known that the intersection of 
two hyperpianes is a flat of rank n - 1; it follows that t must be equal to yt - 1, and 
ID-design has just one class, and so it is a MBhdesign, 
We note that in this BlBedesign, for every hyperplane fi9 the block B(fi, 6) is 
the wt of all hyperplanes H, difkrent from fig passing through the flat 6. 
The parameters of this design are the following: 
u=iq”+‘-l)/(q--l), 
k ““(I) A=~---1‘ 
tcjok that, sinccr the dual lattice of the geamstrie lattice 227 of I prejeetivc 
PC&I, y) io iaomsrphie to 9, the above MB=design is iitiomorghie to the 
Thiti rcmerk leads un r0 the following: 
We ~ha.lll now examine the special cases CI = 3 and n = 4, and exhibit he values 
s: the parameters for all the possible association schemes and PBIB~designs with 
the above Aues of n; these values can be obtained by classical enumeration 
methods for finite prodective geometrierh, 
6a) n = 3, In PG(3, q), the only value qf 14 which yields a non-trivial association 
scheme is ~1 = 2; hes,ce, we have n, = 1, n2 = 0. The parameters are the following: 
v 8 =q(q+ l)*, 02 = q4, 
p;,r=2q*+q-I, p:,, = (q 1~~ 1 j’,
a!.2 = $9 P:2=(q+1)2(q-1), 
&=q4-q3--q2, &=(qS-q)(q- I). 
It i$ possible to get two different P”BIB-designs related to this association 
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scheme, by setting t = Q and t = 1. The parameters of the two HUB-designs are 
respectively: 
(0 t=O u=(4”+q+l)(q”+l), r=q4, k=q4, 
A*=&=44-43-42, AZ = p;,z = (q3 - q)(q - 1). 
(ii) tel u’(q”+q+l)(q”tl), r * ($4 q)(q t 1), k=$+q, 
h,=q”+q+l, A&, 
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